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Abstract
We study AdS/CFT with a Kaluza-Klein magnetic field in one plane. By ap-
propriate choice of magnetic U(1), and by balancing the magnetic field against the
background D field, we obtain a supersymmetric field theory. We find the dual ge-
ometry for an AdS5 → AdS3 × R2 example, and we compare the moduli spaces and
entropies. For the entropy, the interactions are important even at weak coupling. We
also consider nonsupersymmetric embeddings of the U(1), and show that over a regime
of parameter space all known instabilities appear to be absent, aside from a dilaton
tadpole that may be removed in a number of ways.
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1 Introduction
Attempts to model condensed matter systems holographically have been largely phenomeno-
logical, assuming a bulk supergravity description without a definite field theory dual. Con-
struction of top-down models is difficult, both in obtaining specific field theories of interest,
and in stabilizing them. The systems being modeled are non-supersymmetric, which in
combination with very strong coupling leads to various instabilities. Generally one must
begin with a supersymmetric system in the UV, but this includes fundamental scalars; often
these are not relevant to the physics being modeled but they have the annoying habit of
condensing into the wrong phase. One needs first to stabilize the moduli. Even then, there
may be BF-forbidden tachyons [1] coming from Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes [2], corresponding
to condensation of some composite operator built from the scalars. There can also be an
instability in which the Coulomb branch for the scalar fields, which is a flat direction in the
supersymmetric case, becomes an unstable one. Of course, one may learn a lot from a state
that is long-lived, for example at large N , but a fully stable system is more satisfying.
There is a simple class of models that seems to be free of many of these difficulties, where
one begins with some relativistic AdS/CFT dual and couples a background magnetic field
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to the global KK symmetries, e.g. some part of the SO(6) of AdS5 × S5 [3, 4, 5, 6].1 In
the gravity description, turning on a magnetic field in one plane of AdSD causes those two
directions to stop contracting in the IR, leading to an AdSD−2 × R2 geometry there. In the
weak coupling limit, there is a large degeneracy of excitations in the lowest Landau level
(LLL), whose dynamics are effectively reduced by two dimensions. Thus it is plausible that
the effective quantum field theory of the LLL is dual to the AdSD−2 region of the geometry.
The stability of these solutions is promising. Ref. [6] showed that for the simplest em-
bedding of the U(1) there are no BF-forbidden KK tachyons (within the supergravity trun-
cation), and actually no tachyons at all. The magnetic field should also tend to stabilize the
Coulomb branch through the inverse of the Meissner effect: condensation of a charged field
expels a magnetic field, so introducing a magnetic field should prevent the condensation. In
this paper we will explore these issues further.
In order to get some insight we will first study a supersymmetric example. The system
is again just AdS5 × S5, but with a condition on the embedding of the magnetic U(1) in
SO(6), and with the auxiliary field of the background gauge multiplet also turned on. As
just discussed, supersymmetry may not be necessary for stability, and further it will bring
in features not wanted for modeling real systems, but it is helpful to look first at situations
where there is a greater amount of theoretical control. In particular, the absolute stability
is useful in debugging the more general calculation.
In §2 we show that supersymmetry can be preserved in the field theory by turning on
an auxiliary D field along with the magnetic field. In §3 we find, for the AdS5 × S5 theory,
the dual geometry. In §4 we study the Coulomb branch of the bulk theory in order to help
identify the dual field theory, and as a prelude to the nonsupersymmetric case. In §5 we
compare the entropies on the two sides, and find that the interactions must play a nontrivial
role even in the weak coupling limit.2 In §6 we study various instabilities. For most of these
the absolutely stable supersymmetric theories are continuously connected to a parameter
space of stable nonsupersymmetric theories, with overlapping regions of stability.3 The one
exception is the dilaton, which will generically develop a tadpole (except at the self-dual
point). Thus, construction of fully stable solutions will require additional model-building, or
a starting point such as M theory that has no dilaton. We also show that the supersymmetric
value of D is an RG attractor. In §7 we conclude, including a discussion of the extension to
AdS2.
1These solutions (and their dyonic versions) had earlier been used as phenomenological duals, beginning
in Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10].
2After a prior version of this work, Benini and Bobev [11, 12] have matched the central charges using
c-extremization.
3A prior version of this analysis contained errors which have been found and corrected by A. Donos,
J. P. Gauntlett and C. Pantelidou [13]; the qualitative results are not changed.
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2 Supersymmetric magnetic field theories
The near-horizon limit of any four-dimensional BPS magnetic black hole gives a super-
symmetric AdS2 × S2 geometry. However, the spacetime and magnetic curvatures are not
independent, so we cannot scale to AdS2 × R2. To see that such geometries are possible we
start on the field theory side. Introducing a d = 4, N = 1 or d = 3, N = 2 superfield for
the background gauge multiplet, the variation of the gaugino is
δλ = (Fijσ
ij + iD) ; (2.1)
we use a Roman font for the auxiliary field in order to distinguish it from the covariant
derivatives. Provided that the background values of the auxiliary and magnetic fields are
related by D = ±2B, there will be a zero eigenvalue and two unbroken supersymmetries.
By convention we take B > 0, but leave the sign of D general. These fields are fixed and
do not have to satisfy any equations of motion. This same approach was recently applied to
supergravity backgrounds in Ref. [14].
To see the effect of this background, couple it to a single massless chiral multiplet of
charge q. The field equation for a massless scalar is
(−∂20 + ∂23 +D+D− +D−D+ − qD/2)φ = 0 (2.2)
where D± = (D1± iD2)/
√
2 and Di = ∂i− iqAi. For a 2 + 1 dimensional theory the ∂23 term
is absent. Here the gauge-covariant derivatives satisfy [D+, D−] = −qB. The lowest Landau
level (LLL) solutions satisfy D±φ = 0 where the sign matches that of q, and then D∓ acts
as a raising operator. On the nth level,
−D+D− −D−D+ + qD/2 = (2n+ 1)|q|B + qD/2 , (2.3)
which is an effective 1 + 1 dimensional mass-squared in 3 + 1 dimensions, and an energy-
squared in 2 + 1 dimensions. Applying the same to the Dirac equation,
(γ0∂0 + γ
1∂1 + γ
+D+ + γ
−D−)ψ = 0 , (2.4)
gives the spectrum
m2 = 2n|q|B . (2.5)
In 3+1 dimensions the n = 0 level is left-moving for q < 0 and right-moving for q > 0. The
degeneracy of each level is ν = |q|NΦ, where NΦ = BV2/2pi and V2 is the volume of the
magnetic plane.
In the absence of the D-field background, the scalar and fermion spectra are out of
alignment, but for the supersymmetric value the massive levels are exactly aligned. For
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qD > 0 the massless spectrum consists a chiral fermion, moving in a direction depending
on q as above, while for qD < 0 it consists of a scalar and a chiral fermion, which for given
D moves in the opposite direction. These are the fermion and chiral multiplets of (0, 2)
supersymmetry.
To apply this to the d = 4, N = 4 theory, we can gauge any U(1) ∈ SO(6), but to obtain
a supersymmetric result it must be in the SU(3) that leaves some supercharge invariant.
Writing the theory in terms of three chiral multiplets, the superpotential
Tr(Φ1[Φ2,Φ3]) (2.6)
implies that q1 +q2 +q3 = 0. If any charge vanishes there is a doubling of the supersymmetry,
but as we will note in the next section there is then also no AdS solution at low energy. Thus
we take all charges nonvanishing, say q1,2 > 0 and q3 < 0. Then for D < 0, Φ1 contributes
ν1 = |q1|NΦN2 chiral multiplets, Φ2 contributes ν2 = |q2|NΦN2 chiral multiplets, and Φ2
contributes ν3 = ν1 + ν2 fermion multiplets, so the total spectrum is nonchiral. For D > 0
the chiral and fermionic multiplets are reversed, but we will see that in this case there is not
an AdS dual.
To be specific we will stay with the convention that q1,2 > 0 and q3 < 0, but the physics
depends only on the magnitudes |q1|, |q2|, and |q3|: if an even number of signs are flipped
we can take one of the other four symmetries, and if an odd number are flipped we can take
the opposite sign for D. In particular, the condition for supersymmetry is that these three
magnitudes exactly saturate the triangle relation. For nonsupersymmetric theories, stability
will depend in part on whether the magnitudes satisfy the triangle relation.
3 Supergravity description
Coupling the gauge theory to background gauge and D fields corresponds to a perturbation
of the boundary conditions of the dual spacetime [15, 16, 17]. The gauge background maps
directly to the boundary condition on the KK gauge fields, while the D background is coupled
to the operator −1
2
D
∑
I qIΦ
∗
IΦI , which corresponds to an L = 2 deformation of the S
5. The
10-dimensional solution can then be constructed from the D = 5 U(1)3 truncation of gauged
supergravity [18].
More generally, consider supersymmetric solutions to U(1)m gauged supergravity [19],
0 = δψM =
(
DM + i
8
XI(ΓM
NP − 4δMNΓP )F˜ INP +
1
2
gΓMX
IVI
)
 ,
0 = δλi =
(
3
8
ΓMN F˜ IMN∂iXI +
3i
2
gVI∂iX
I − i
2
GijΓM∂Mφi
)
 , (3.1)
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where the covariant derivative is
DM =
(
∂M +
1
4
ωMNPΓ
NP − 3i
2
gVIA˜
I
M
)
 . (3.2)
The XI are m scalars subject to one constraint, while the φi parameterize these in terms
of m− 1 nonredundant scalars. We are using the notation of Ref. [20], with one exception.
In supergravity it is conventional to include a factor of g (the inverse AdS5 radius) in the
covariant derivative, but it is not natural to include this supergravity scale in the field theory
derivative. We therefore distinguish these, using a ˜ for the supergravity gauge fields. Thus,
gB˜ = B.
In order for the plane of the magnetic field to be flat we need the last term in the covariant
derivative to vanish,
VIA˜
I
M = 0 . (3.3)
For BI = qIB this is again the condition
∑
I qI = 0.
This allows for various top-down constructions. For the d = 4, N = 4 theory, the
U(1)3 S5 truncation of IIB supergravity [18] has V1 = V2 = V3 = 1/3, X
1X2X3 = 1, and
XI = 1/3X
I . In this case there are three other supersymmetries, obtained by flipping the
relative signs of the gauge terms with different I, consistent with the observation on the field
theory side that the physics depends only on the magnitudes of the chrages. Generically the
condition (3.3) can only hold for one of the four supersymmetries at a time. In the special
case that one of the three A˜IM vanishes the potential supersymmetry is doubled.
We take the Ansatz
ds25 = e
2W (y)ηµνdx
µdxν + e2U(y)dxαdxα + dy2 , µ, ν ∈ 0, 1 , α, β ∈ 2, 3 ,
F˜ I23 = qIB˜/g ,
∑
I
qI = 0 , (3.4)
with the scalars φi also depending only on y. The condition for a rigid supersymmetry is
the vanishing of the variations (3.1) with ∂µ = ∂α = 0:
Γµ(4W
′Γy + iΓαβXIF˜ Iαβ + 4gVIX
I)= 0 ,
(U ′ΓαΓy − iΓβXIF˜ Iαβ + gΓαVIXI)= 0 ,
(8∂y + iΓyΓ
αβXIF˜
I
αβ + 4gΓyVIX
I)= 0 ,
(3ΓαβF˜ Iαβ∂iXI + 12igVI∂iX
I − 4iGijΓyφi′)= 0 . (3.5)
To solve these we need the supersymmetry to be an eigenspinor,
Γy = − , Γ1Γ2 = ±ie−2U , (3.6)
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so that two of the eight real supersymmetries can be unbroken. The sign under Γy corre-
sponds to a choice of direction for the y coordinate. The conditions (3.5) become
(2W ′ ± e−2U B˜qIXI − 2gVIXI)= 0 , (3.7)
(U ′ ∓ e−2U B˜qIXI − gVIXI)= 0 , (3.8)
(4∂y ± e−2U B˜qIXI − 2gVIXI)= 0 , (3.9)
(±3e−2U B˜qI∂iXI + 6gVI∂iXI + 2Gijφi′)= 0 . (3.10)
By combining conditions (3.7, 3.9) we obtain (y) = eW (y)/20. The remaining conditions
give first-order equations for the metric components and scalars. These describe a flow from
the AdS5 UV geometry to the geometry that describes the IR physics. We are interested in
nontrivial IR fixed points, so we consider the case that U ′ = φi′ = 0, for which the remaining
conditions can be rewritten
± e−2U B˜qIXI + gVIXI = 0 , (3.11)
∂i([VIX
I ]2/qJXJ) = 0 , (3.12)
2W ′ − 3gVIXI = 0 . (3.13)
The first of these determines the metric component U in terms of the scalars, the second
determines the scalars in terms of stationarity of an effective superpotential, and the third
gives an AdS3 geometry with radius
L−13 = 3gVIX
I/2 . (3.14)
Specializing to d = 4, N = 4, Ref. [6] found from the field equations that
XI = q˜2I , q˜I ≡
qI
|q1q2q3|1/3 ,
e2U =
B|q1q2q3|1/3
2g2
,
L−23 = g
2|q1q2q3|2/3
∑
I
1
q2I
, (3.15)
and with some manipulation one can show that this solution satisfies the supersymmetry
conditions (3.11, 3.12) when q1 + q2 + q3 = 0. We need the lower sign in Eq. (3.11) with
our convention that one qI is negative. Note that the solution degenerates if any of the qI
vanish, so there is no AdS solution when the supersymmetry is doubled.
4 Coulomb branch
In §2 we saw that a given set of charges was associated to two distinct field theories, according
to the sign of the D field. However, we have found only one supergravity solution for each
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set. In order to identify the field theory, it is useful to look at the Coulomb branch. This is a
bit subtle, but the result will also be used in studying the stability of the nonsupersymmetric
example.
First consider the naive Coulomb branch, a brane whose transverse coordinates are con-
stant. Combining the uplifted metric [18]
ds210 = ∆˜
1/2ds25 + . . . , ∆˜ =
∑
I
XIµ2I (4.1)
with the relevant part of the 4-form potential,
C0123 = gL3e
2y/L3e2U
∑
I
(
µ2I(X
I)2 −XI∆˜
)
+ . . . (4.2)
gives for the potential energy density of a probe D3-brane
E = e2y/L3e2U∆˜1/2 + C0123 . (4.3)
Using the solution (3.14, 3.15) for a probe moving in the K plane (|µI | = δIK) gives
E = e2y/L3e2U X
K∑
I X
I
(
2XK −
∑
I
XI
)
=
e2y/L3e2U∑
I X
I
2qKq1q2q3
|q1q2q3|4/3 . (4.4)
This is negative for the two qK of like sign, and positive for the third, confirming the sign
asserted for D in §2. Evidently the other supersymmetric field theory does not have a
strongly coupled conformal fixed point. We will conjecture as to why this should be in §5.
There is also a positive energy density from the diamagnetic terms in the covariant
derivatives, which diverges with volume and stabilizes the negative case above. However,
our assumption that the transverse coordinates are constant is not gauge invariant, and so
we should be more general and allow these to depend on the magnetic plane coordinates xα.
To do this we first rewrite the 10-dimensional metric of Ref. [18] in a convenient coordinate
system. In terms of the Poincare´ coordinates xµ, xα and three complex transverse coordinates
zI = egyX
I
µIe
−iφI , it is
ds210 = ∆˜
1/2(e2y/L3ηµνdx
µdxν + e2Udxαdxα) +
1
g2∆˜1/2
∑
I
e−2gyX
I
XI
|DzI |2 ,
∆˜ =
∑
I
XI |zI |2e−2gyXI , DzI = dzI + igqIA˜zI , 1 =
∑
I
|zI |2e−2gyXI . (4.5)
In particular, the transverse space is complex. The coordinate y is implicitly determined by
the last condition.
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The potential energy terms from the DBI action are then
−
∫
d4x ∆˜e2y/L3e2U det1/2
(
δαβ +
1
g2∆˜e2U
∑
I
e−2gyX
I
XI
D(αz
I∗Dβ)zI
)
(4.6)
for general zI(xα). The energy should be lowest for an LLL configuration, i.e. D±zI = 0
with the sign being that of qI , and again for simplicity we assume that only one of the z
K is
nonzero. The DBI action becomes∫
d4x e2y/L3
(
∆˜e2U +
1
2g2
e−2gyX
K
XK
D∓zK∗D±zK
)
. (4.7)
The second term can be rewritten
∆SDBI = −L
2
3X
K
2
∫
d4xD±(zK)1/gL3X
K
D∓(zK∗)1/gL3X
K
=
L3
2g
|qK |B
∫
d4x e2y/L3 ; (4.8)
note that (zK)1/gL3X
K
has charge 1/gL3X
K in the covariant derivative. Using the solution
(3.15), the energy density becomes
E = e2y/L3e2U |qK |X
K∑
J qJ/X
J
=
e2y/L3e2U∑
I X
I
2|qK |
|q1q2q3|1/3 . (4.9)
The two contributions (4.4, 4.9) are equal up to a sign, which is opposite if qK is one of
the two positive charges. Thus there are Coulomb branches in two of the transverse planes,
matching the spectrum of bosons found at weak coupling in §2. In the third plane the terms
add and there is a potential. The branches are analytic function spaces, corresponding to
the LLL wavefunctions. One can think of the scalar field along them as a configuration of
vortices.
5 Central charge
For this AdS3 system the relevant quantity is the central charge rather than the zero point
degeneracy. On the supergravity side this is given by [21, 22]
csugra =
3L3
2G3
=
3L3V2e
2U
2G5
=
3L3V2N
2g3e2U
pi
, (5.1)
using the standard AdS5 × S5 result G5 = G10g5/pi3 = pi/2N2g3. For the solution in §3 this
becomes
csugra = 12NΦN
2(q1q2q3)
2
∑
I 1/qI(∑
I q
2
I
)2 = 6NΦN2|q1q2q3|∑
I q
2
I
. (5.2)
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In §2 we found in the free limit that
cfree = 3|q3|NΦN2 , (5.3)
where again q3 is the charge of opposite sign to the other two. These do not agree. For
example,
q1 = q2 = 1 q3 = −2 : csugra = 2NΦN2 , cfree = 6NΦN2 ,
q1 = 1 , q2 = q  1 , q3 = −1− q : csugra → 3NΦN2 , cfree → 3qNΦN2 . (5.4)
The central charge should be invariant under continuation between weak and strong
coupling, both because this is generally true for moduli spaces of CFT’s, and because it
is related to the U(1) anomaly in the (0, 2) algebra. However, the weakly coupled theory
does not approach the free theory, because there is a relevant interaction.4 In the low energy
theory we have |q1|NΦN2 chiral multiplets Θ1i, |q2|NΦN2 chiral multiplets Θ2j, and |q3|NΦN2
fermionic multiplets Ψ3k. Inserting these modes into the UV superpotential (2.6) induces a
low energy (0, 2) superpotential
cijkΘ1iΘ2jΨ3k , (5.5)
where cijk is from the overlap of LLL wavefunctions. Thus, the effective field theory of the
supersymmetric LLL is a (0,2) Landau-Ginsburg (LG) model.
Following the first version of the present work, Benini and Bobev have shown that the
central charge can be calculated by a procedure of c-extremization [11, 12]. They find that
the field theory result for the central charge agrees with the supergravity value (5.2).
We will discuss one puzzle, which was raised by E. Silverstein. If we look at the config-
urations on the Coulomb branch where Θ1 is nonzero, then Θ2 and Ψ are massed, and we
have |q1|NΦN2 chiral superfields of total central charge 3|q1|NΦN2; similarly the Θ2 branch
has total central charge 3|q2|NΦN2. The greater of these would seem to be a lower bound
on the total c, but it exceeds the strong coupling value that we have determined.
To resolve this, note that the dimension of these branches would usually be reduced to
order N by the U(N) D-term potential. Here, the U(N) gauge multiplet does not couple
to the background field, and so has no LLL states. Thus we have treated it as decoupled
from the low energy theory. To see how this works for the D-term (which is similar to other
decoupling situations), note that the U(N) current is
[Φ∗1, D+Φ1]− [D+Φ∗1,Φ1] = −∂+[Φ∗1,Φ1] (5.6)
(using the LLL condition), and similarly for the − current. The exchange of A± is then
proportional to
k+k−
−ω2 + k21 + 2k+k−
(5.7)
4More precisely, if we take the coupling to zero while focusing on a given energy scale, then the free theory
governs the limit. If we go to zero energy at any fixed coupling, the interactions become strong.
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This has just the right form to cancel a local −1 from the U(N) D-field, leaving a remainder
of order −ω2 + k21: the potential is reduced to a nonlinear kinetic term, which is related to
a four-Fermi interaction by supersymmetry. This is presumably irrelevant at the LG point,
but marginal on the A1,2 branches. We conjecture that it runs to strong coupling and gaps
out the off-diagonal terms (due to the commutator structure), leaving a c of order N . This
is consistent with the strong coupling analysis of §4, which described a Coulomb branch of
dimension N (times |qK |NΦ).
Consider now the other sign for the background D-field, for which we have not found
a strong coupling dual. In this case the low energy superfields are Ψ1i, Ψ2j, and Θ3k, and
so no low energy superpotential is induced. The leading interactions are the classically
marginal interactions noted above. If these have the conjectured effect above then they gap
the non-Abelian dynamics and leave just the moduli space dynamics, without a geometric
dual.
Without supersymmetry, we expect to have only fermions: the IR AdS geometry should
be dual to a purely fermionic theory. As in the above examples, the LLL dynamics will
depend on the specific form of the four-Fermi interaction that descends from the gauge
theory. It seems challenging to determine the precise form of this interaction, which should
be a function of the underlying gauge theory coupling.
6 Stability
We now consider various possible modes of instability, not assuming supersymmetry. Note
that classically we can adjust both the U(1) charges and the D field, but in the quantum
theory the latter runs to a fixed point and only the charges can be varied.
6.1 Neutral modes and RG flow
We consider first the U(1)3-singlet fluctuations of the various supergravity scalars. The
potential energy terms in the U(1)3 truncation [18] are
U = −4g2e−4U
∑
I
1
XI
+
B2
2g2
e−8U
∑
I
q2I
(XI)2
. (6.1)
We have included the metric component U from reduction to 3 dimensions, and transformed
to 3-dimensional Einstein frame. The XI are constrained by X1X2X3 = 1, but we can
conveniently combine these with U to form unconstrained fields YI = e
−4U/XI . The potential
is then
U = B
2
2g2
∑
I
q2I
(
YI − 4 g
4
B2q2I
)2
−8g
6
B2
∑
I
1
q2I
. (6.2)
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The solution (3.15), equivalent to YI = 4g
4/B2q2I , is immediate, and we see that this is a
global minimum for these fields.
This result also has implications for stability under RG flow. The fields XI are dual to
the bilinear scalar operator to which the background D couples. The positive mass-squared
for these fields implies that this perturbation is irrelevant in the IR. That is, we do not need
to tune the D field to the exact value required for supersymmetry — the IR physics will be
supersymmetric if we start close enough. It is only necessary to choose the charges to sum
to zero, with any choice of signs. It would be interesting to solve the full field equations
and determine the domain of attraction for this fixed point. It cannot be the entire range
−∞ < D < ∞: if we start with the value that preserves the opposite supersymmetry and
has no AdS dual, we cannot flow to this one.
6.2 Charged modes
The SO(6) reduction [23] describes a larger set of 20 scalars in terms of a real symmetric
unimodular matrix Tij, where i, j = 1, . . . , 6. These have charges ±qI ±′ qJ for I, J ∈ 1, 2, 3.
They include the neutral modes discussing in §6.1, plus 18 charged modes. Another possible
instability [24] comes from bulk gauge fields charged under the magnetic U(1). These modes
have the same gauge charges as the KK scalars, and in fact they mix. In an earlier version
of this work this mixing was overlooked.
This oversight was noted by Donos, Gauntlett, and Pantelidou [13], who completed the
analysis. They find a narrow region of stable nonsupersymmetric solutions. Satisfying the
triangle inequality is found to be necessary, but not sufficient, for stability; in fact, the
simplest case [3] q1 = q2 = q3 is unstable.
We note that the range of stability can be greatly increased by orbifolding. The simplest
group that removes all charged modes, preserves the supersymmetry, and has no fixed points
(which would introduce additional light modes) is generated by e2pii(Q1+2Q2−3Q3)/7.
6.3 Coulomb branch
Stability here is determined by the calculation of §4, but not assuming supersymmetric
charges in evaluating the brane potential. Using the general solution (3.15) in the potential
terms (4.3, 4.8) gives
E = q˜2K +
1
S
(
q˜4K − q˜2K
∑
I
q˜2I + |q˜K |
)
=
q˜2K(q˜
2
I + q˜
2
J)
S(S + q˜2I + q˜
2
J − q˜I q˜J)
(
q˜2K − (q˜I − q˜J)2
)
, I, J,K distinct . (6.3)
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Here S = (
∑
I q˜
−2
I )
1/2. Only the last term can change sign, so Coulomb branch is stable for
all K when the triangle inequality is satisfied, and unstable for some K when it is violated.
This connects plausibly with the weak coupling picture of §2, where the bosonic modes are
stable if D is less than than the supersymmetric value.
6.4 The dilaton and other instabilities
The system appears to be have a range of stability without supersymmetry within the
consistent truncation [18, 23], but this does not include all light modes. Important modes
not included are the S5 radius and the dilaton. We form an approximate AdS effective
potential [25] for these, introducing an S5 radius r and dilaton Φ. The D = 3 potential for
r, eΦ and eU , in string units with order one factors omitted, is
U ∼ (e2U−2Φr5)−3 (−e2U−2Φr3 +B2e−2U−2Φr7 +N2e2Ur−5) . (6.4)
The three terms are from the S5 curvature, the KK magnetic field, and the 5-form flux,
and the prefactor is from the transformation to D = 3 Einstein frame. This potential has
a minimum with Br2 ∼ e2U and r4 ∼ NeΦ, so that r and U are determined in terms of Φ,
but there is a flat direction along which Φ can be varied; in fact, in Planck units only Φ
varies along this flat direction. This was inevitable: the ingredients in our solution, and more
generally those retained in the truncations, have only derivative couplings to the dilaton in
Einstein frame, so that any constant value of the latter gives a solution.
In the supersymmetic theory this flat direction should be exact: locally in the bulk there
are four supersymmetries and a U(1) R symmetry, so no superpotential for the dilaton can
arise. In the nonsupersymmetric theories there will generically be a dilaton tadpole so that
the dilaton will run. We can still conclude that there is at least one nonsupersymmetric
CFT: all ingredients are S-dual, so the S-dual point Φ = 0 will be stationary. Even if the
curvature of the potential there is negative, it will be suppressed by N or λ and so be BF-
stable. More generally we could stabilize the dilaton at other values, by introducing branes
and fluxes in small enough numbers to do so without affecting other modes. Most simply,
though, if we start with M theory, such as an AdS4 → AdS2 ×R2 solution, then the dilaton
will be absent from the start, while likely the other potential instabilities will have similar
properties to those found here.
We note a puzzle in the supersymmetric case: the dilaton should correspond to a marginal
direction, but it is not clear what this corresponds to in the CFT. In LG models, there is not
generally a line of fixed points. It may be that the there are marginal Ka¨hler potential-like
terms, but these are usually expected to be irrelevant at the LG point.
Another potential instability is the screening of the magnetic field by KK monopoles.
Determining the energy for a KK monopole seems challenging, but again supersymmetry
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guarantees stability on a subspace. Further we suspect that, like the perturbative magnetic
instability, the stability in the supersymmetric subspace is non-marginal, and so extends at
least to a neighborhood of this.
Another instability that has arisen in some nonsupersymmetric gauge-gravity duals is
the bubble of nothing [26, 27]. However, this is topologically forbidden in the supersymmet-
ric case, even with the additional Zk orbifold discussed above. We are not modifying the
topology when we break supersymmetry (at least in the limit that the magnetic plane area
is infinite), so this decay should be absent.
7 Conclusions
The system considered here adds to the very small collection of nonsupersymmetric string
states that may enjoy absolute stability, modulo the issues with the dilaton just discussed
(other candidates are discussed in Ref [28]). Thus, we have a nonsupersymmetric critical
system with a known UV Hamiltonian and a gravitational dual. The AdS3 region describes
the physics of the LLL. As the discussion of the entropy makes clear, the LLL inherits
important interactions from the underlying gauge theory; indeed, if it were free, it could not
have a gravitational dual. We do not know these interactions precisely, but they are likely
of the form cijklTr([λi, λj][λ˜k, λ˜l]), from integrating out the other components of the gauge
multiplet.
One of the motivations for this work is to obtain dual examples with AdS2 geometries.
Recent work from a holographic approach suggests that a coupling a Fermi sea to a CFT with
AdS2 dual can lead to non-Fermi liquid behavior [29]. Moreover, this appears to connect
with ideas coming from condensed matter physics [30].
Such a CFT is rather exotic: it is invariant under rescaling of energy while leaving the
spatial momenta fixed. Thus its IR fluctuations are particularly strong, seemingly a necessary
feature to give rise to a non-Fermi liquid. However, it is not clear that it can be a true IR
fixed point or instead is restricted to some intermediate regime (arguments suggesting the
latter are given in Refs. [31, 32]). To gain insight into this system, and to see whether the
lessons from holography might extend to real systems, it is useful to have a holographic
example in which we also know the weakly-coupled field theory.5
The solutions in this paper have a simple generalization to the U(1)4 truncation of D = 11
supergravity on S7, giving AdS2×R2 in the IR. The closed form solutions are not as simple as
(3.15), but we have verified that the case q1 = q2 = q3 = +1, q4 = −3, has a supersymmetric
solution while the case q1 = q2 = +1, q3 = q4 = −1, has a nonsupersymmetric solution but
5Other approaches to AdS2 include turning on a chemical potential [33] and introducing impurity
branes [34, 35, 31]. In both cases, avoiding the instabilities becomes a model-building challenge.
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no supersymmetric solution.
One of the puzzling features that must be accounted for if these duals are to be applied
to real systems is the finite zero-temperature entropy of AdS2×Rk. Ref. [3] suggested an in-
triguing field theory origin for this: the highly degenerate LLL can be filled in many different
ways, allowing for a macroscopically large entropy. Ref. [6] looked at an AdS5 → AdS2×R3
example and found that the zero temperature entropy is nonzero in the supergravity limit,
but that it vanishes in the free limit.
It seems that we can identify a weakly coupled field theory with the AdS2 × R2 by
orbifolding by a Zk that acts on a transverse C2: the dual field theory is N D2-branes
intersectingk D6-branes. The ratio g2/B, with g2 the D2 gauge coupling, is dimensionless
and allows us to interpolate between weak and strong coupling. There is a zero temperature
entropy in both the strong and free limits. The strongly coupled solution is an orbifold of
the above, while in the free limit one can fill the LLL in many ways. Simple numerology
shows that these cannot match: the free field entropy always involves a factor of ln 2, while
the other does not. Of course, we have seen that the interactions are crucial in the AdS3
LLL, and this will be even more true in AdS2 where the number of relevant interactions is
much greater. In the supersymmetric case they transmute the problem to a subtle counting
of supersymmetric bound states; in the nonsupersymmetric case they would be expected to
lift the macroscopic ground state degeneracy completely. Thus, the relation between the
LLL filling and the AdS2 entropy is complicated.
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